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Abstract

Bankruptcy prediction has been a popular and challenging research area for decades. Most prediction models are built using traditional data such as financial figures, stock market data and firm specific variables. We complement such dense data with fine-grained data by including information on the company’s directors and managers in the prediction models. This information is used to build a network between Belgian enterprises, where two companies are related if they share or have shared a director or high-level manager. We start from two possibly related assumptions: (i) if a company is linked to many (or only) bankrupt firms, it will have a higher probability of becoming bankrupt and (ii) the management has an influence on the performance of the company and incompetent or fraudulent managers can lead a company into bankruptcy. The weighted-vote relational neighbour (wvrn) classifier is applied to transform the created network into a relational prediction model, thereby assuming that a company is likely to file for bankruptcy if one of the related companies in its network has failed. The more related companies have failed, the higher the predicted probability of bankruptcy. The relational model is then benchmarked against a base model that contains only structured data such as financial ratios. Finally, an ensemble model is built that combines the relational model’s output scores with the structured data. We find that this ensemble model outperforms the base model when detecting the riskiest firms, especially when predicting two-years ahead.

1 Introduction

Bankruptcy prediction is a widely studied topic due to its importance for the banking sector. The current volume of outstanding debt to non-financial firms in Belgium is about 122 billion euros, which is 123% of GDP as measured in the first quarter of 2015 \cite{Basel}. The size of corporate lending makes sound lending decisions a matter of national interest. To counter the adverse effects of these high exposures, Basel II and III have introduced capital requirements that are more sensitive to risk. For many Small to Medium Enterprises (SMEs) this implies that banks are charging a higher risk premium \cite{Basel}. Investing in improved bankruptcy prediction models is therefore in the interest of both the banks and the clients, as better predictions will reduce risk and lower the forthcoming risk premia.

Research on bankruptcy prediction has largely focused on traditional data such as financial ratios, stock data or macroeconomic data \cite{Basel, Basem, Basem}. However, it is often noted that the (in)competence of the managerial team has a great influence on a company’s chance of survival \cite{Basem}. To measure a business manager’s or board member’s competence, one could take a look at the business history of this person.
When a person was involved in a bankruptcy case in the past, banks will be reluctant to grant this person a loan for the start-up of a new firm. Notwithstanding the clear importance of the management’s competence and historical success/failure, most research on bankruptcy prediction ignores this kind of data. In this paper, we intend to fill this research gap and try to predict bankruptcy using both the traditional, financial data and fine-grained data on person-related relationships.

We exported data from Belfirst, a database containing financial reports and statistics on Belgian and Luxembourg companies. This data can be categorized into traditional data and relational data. The traditional, dense data are mostly financial ratios such as the current ratio, debt ratio and return on assets. The relational data captures the links between companies at the board and management level. Using relational data in a bankruptcy setting we start from two possibly related assumptions: (i) if a company is linked to many (or only) bankrupt firms, it will have a higher probability of becoming bankrupt and (ii) the management has an influence on the performance of the company and incompetent or fraudulent managers can lead a company into bankruptcy. The latter assumption has already been investigated and proven by researchers [1, 32], the former assumption is a possible derivation from the latter, however we do not exclude the fact that there could be other causes leading to the first assumption.

Figure 1 illustrates our methodology in line with the approach of Stankova et al [38]. We project a bipartite graph of links between companies and their directors/managers into a weighted unigraph that links companies to each other. Relational learners are applied to the network of companies. The network model is then compared to a base model containing financial data and an ensemble model that combines the network scores with the financial ratios.

Figure 1: We create a weighted projection from the bigraph. The board members/managers are the top nodes and the companies are the bottom nodes. Relational learners are applied to the resulting network of companies. The network model is then compared to a base model containing financial data and an ensemble model.

The major findings of our research can be divided into two categories: the empirical results and the insights that can be derived from them.
Concerning the empirical results we find that (i) the relational model has some predictive power, though cannot be used separately; (ii) the network scores add complementary predictive power to our base model using traditional, financial data and (iii) the difference in lift for the top segment between the base and ensemble model increases in favour of the latter when predicting bankruptcy two-years ahead. From these results the following insights can be deduced: (i) companies related to many bankrupt firms have a higher probability of failure, especially when these companies find themselves in a bad financial position; (ii) combining the network scores of the relational model with the financial data improves the detection of the companies that are most likely to fail and (iii) by adding the network scores to the base model, the model becomes more forward-looking.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the research question and provides the reader with a concise overview of the relevant literature and progress. Section 3 describes the financial performance indicators and relational data used in this study. Section 4.1 provides a detailed description of our methodology and Section 4.2 summarizes and analyses the empirical results. Finally, Section 5 discusses the conclusions and provides insights for future research.

2 Literature overview

2.1 Definition and terminology

In this study the term bankruptcy is used interchangeably with failure and default, where the notion of bankruptcy refers to the legal status of an entity when it cannot repay its owed debt. In Belgium, bankruptcy is part of the commercial law, which implies that only merchants can go bankrupt. Bankruptcy is declared by the Chamber of Commerce. According to Article 2 in bankruptcy law, the directors of a commercial company that has durably ceased making payments or that has lost its creditworthiness, are legally obligated to petition for the company’s bankruptcy. When bankruptcy is declared, the chairman of the Chamber of Commerce appoints at least one temporary administrator and at least one trustee, dependent on the size of the company and the magnitude of the bankruptcy case. From the moment bankruptcy is declared, the company’s directors lose the right to control its assets. During the bankruptcy settlement, all company assets are liquidated and the proceedings are distributed among the creditors.

2.2 Why do firms go bankrupt?

A firm goes bankrupt when it is no longer able to fulfil its financial obligations [3]. Filing for bankruptcy is usually a voluntary decision, however, in rare cases a firm can be forced to file bankruptcy after court decision. Although quite often unexpected, bankruptcy is rarely a sudden event. There are many possible root causes for firm failure. The reasons can be internal, such as mismanagement, fraud, insufficient capital and bad credit management or external, such as unforeseen legal changes, international competition and worsening economic conditions [32, 10]. Whatever the reason, companies eventually fail because there is a mismatch (in time or magnitude) between their cash in- and outflow [36]. Because bankruptcy is usually the result of a gradual process of deterioration, credit lenders and auditors can search for warning signs of an upcoming bankruptcy in the annual report and financial statements. The many performance indicators can show symptoms of an approaching bankruptcy, such as a shortage of cash [35].

Another reason for a firm to go bankrupt is fraud. In a bust-out scheme the company builds up a good credit reputation to eventually obtain loans and goods without the intention to repay them. When payment is due, the company declares bankruptcy. A possible warning sign of bankruptcy fraud are serial bankruptcy cases, i.e. similar businesses are incorporated near the time period of bankruptcy filing and will go bankrupt not long after [10]. A repre-
sentation of relationships between companies in a network can help the detection of fraudulent companies.

2.3 Data mining and bankruptcy prediction

There is a vast amount of research on bankruptcy prediction, going all the way back to the 1960's. The earliest research applied a univariate approach, comparing one historical ratio at a time [3]. The multivariate approach to bankruptcy prediction was first introduced by Altman and Ohlson. The former used multivariate discriminant analysis to find the linear function that distinguishes between healthy and bankrupt firms resulting in the famous Z-score [2], while the latter used logistic regression to estimate the probability of bankruptcy for each firm [29]. Both added financial ratios as inputs to their prediction models.

Since the 1990's the focus has shifted towards artificially intelligent expert models, such as neural networks and support vector machines. Multilayer neural networks are reported to significantly outperform both logistic regression [44] [14] and Multivariate Data Analysis (MDA) [43] [17] and a number of studies have successfully applied Support Vector Machines (SVM) for corporate bankruptcy prediction [26] [37] and shown that they are competitive with MDA [25] and logistic regression [26] [40] [25]. The performance improvement of bankruptcy prediction with these intelligent techniques indicates that the influence of financial ratios on a firm's health has non-linear properties, however the choice of non-linear, black-box models decreases the comprehensibility of the bankruptcy predictions. Hence, in a practical setting discriminant analysis and logit models remain dominant.

Empirical research on corporate bankruptcy focuses mainly on innovations in modelling techniques and only to a lesser extent on innovations in the features space. The most frequently used features are firm or industry specific information and performance indicators. Amongst the performance indicators, the current ratio and the Return on Assets ratio are the most commonly used factors [7]. More recent studies have investigated the predictive power of market/stock data [39], and macroeconomic variables [27] [39]. What all the aforementioned studies have in common, is that they focus on dense, structured data (mainly financial ratios). Recent advances in the use of sparse fine-grained data[1] have shown that they add incremental predictive power to the models. Hence, this kind of data can be useful in bankruptcy predictions as well. Various studies highlighted the management’s role in the failure process. Ooghe and De Prijcker [32] distinguish three types of shortcomings that may cause corporate bankruptcy: (i) a lack of competences and skills (ii) insufficient motivation and (iii) certain personal characteristics such as risk affinity, over-optimism and haste and Baldwin et al. [4] found that managerial weakness was the main cause of small business bankruptcy in Canada. We can account for these influences on bankruptcy by adding sparse relational data as features to our prediction models.

2.4 Challenges and success of relational data

Relational data or social network data is data that defines relationships between two entities. The use of relational data has already proven to be successful in other domains such as targeted advertising [16], fraud detection [19] and customer retention [41]. Two major categories of relational data can be distinguished: real network data and pseudo-network data. A seminal paper using real network data was written by Hill et al. [16] and described the use of call data to predict product and service adoption. Verbeke et al. [41] used similar data to successfully predict churn and Domingos [12] used social network data for viral marketing. However, quite often no real network data is available, in which case two nodes can be linked through similar in-
terests or activities: e.g. if they have watched the same videos \[42\], visited the same places \[35\] or paid to the same entities \[23\]. In this research we create an implied network by linking companies based on the shared board members/managers.

The nature of relational data requires a different approach than the traditional financial data. One of the main challenges of using network data is the transformation from its rough form, i.e. a list of managers per company, to a structured form, i.e. a weighted sparse matrix where the weights denote the strength of the link between two entities (here companies). The sparsity of the data set requires a large sample that contains all relevant neighbours for each entity in the data set. Next, specifically tailored learners have to be used to obtain a prediction score for each unknown class in the network. Relational learners are a powerful tool and can handle the low event rate of most network data sets. Section 4.1 explains in detail how we processed the relational data.

3 Data

We gathered data from Bel-first on +400,000 Belgian SMEs, covering the time-period of 2011-2014. The classification of companies as SMEs complies with the definition of the Basel II capital accords, where companies are granted an SME-status if the reported sales for the consolidated group the firm belongs to are less than EUR50 million \[31\]. We exported financial ratios, the name and unique identifier of the current and past directors and managers, the date of incorporation, the NACEBEL industry code and information about the state of the company (bankrupt or active).

3.1 Financial performance indicators

Generally, the ratios can be divided into three categories: solvency, liquidity and profitability. Insufficient solvency and liquidity as well as low profitability are all factors that can lead to bankruptcy if not resolved by management. It is therefore important to include at least one indicator from each category in the bankruptcy prediction model. Table 1 lists the financial ratios that are used in this study. We chose a selection of financial performance indicators that covers all categories (liquidity, solvency and profitability). The first category, solvency, represents the company’s ability to meet its long-term obligations and can be represented by the equity ratio. This ratio measures the part of total assets that is financed by investor’s equity and gives an indication of the long-term debt burden of a firm. The lower the equity ratio, the more leveraged the firm is and the higher the risk of insolvency. The second category, liquidity, indicates a company’s ability to meet its short-term obligations. The ‘current’ ratio is a good indicator of a firm’s liquidity as it represents the company’s ability to quickly convert assets into cash without any loss. The ideal current ratio is two-to-one, which means the current assets are double the current liabilities. In our training set we have a ‘1%’ event rate. It is important to measure both solvency and liquidity to assess a firm’s performance, as they respectively represent a company’s long-term and short-term chance of survival. The last category, profitability, measures the economic viability of a company. Over the long term, the firm must be profitable to ensure that both liquidity and solvency are maintained. Return on assets (ROA) measures the management’s ability of converting its assets into profit. A higher ROA indicates that the company is able to generate more earnings with less investment. Return on Equity (ROE) measures the profit the company generates with the shareholder’s equity. Finally, the cash flow to equity ratio indicates the company’s capacity to create gross income, independent of the use. Insufficient liquidity, insolvency and low profitability (or loss) are warning signs of a possible future bankruptcy, however, the prediction is not perfect. It might be that the company chooses not to publish its financial statement in periods of financial stress,
Table 1: Financial performance indicators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Used by</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Debt to total assets ratio</td>
<td>Leverage/Solvency</td>
<td>[34, 21, 18, 25, 1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current ratio</td>
<td>Liquidity</td>
<td>[36, 11, 9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash flow to equity ratio</td>
<td>Profitability</td>
<td>[20]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return on equity</td>
<td>Profitability</td>
<td>[36, 20]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profit/Loss</td>
<td>Profitability</td>
<td>[30]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return on total assets</td>
<td>Profitability</td>
<td>[36, 45, 6]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

that the financial statement is manipulated, that the company’s behaviour is fraudulent or that - due to the delay in publication - the deterioration is not noted on time. Combined with the fact that mismanagement can lead to a company’s failure, we supplement financial performance indicators with relational data.

Figure 2: Days between defaults

3.2 Relational data

We define relational data in this context as data containing information about the direct relationships between companies. In a bipartite graph, the relational data would be the top nodes and the SMEs the bottom nodes. There exists a large variety of relational data, from directors and managers to suppliers and clients. In this paper, we use information about past and current directors and managers to link companies. Hence, we create a network of Belgian SMEs where two companies are linked if they share or have shared a member of the board of directors and/or the management board. Using this data builds upon the assumption that being linked to a bankrupt company increases your own probability of default. Figure 2 displays the ‘days between default’ of two linked SMEs. Note that a large amount of linked firms goes bankrupt on the exact same day. These firms cannot be used in the model. Due to our ensemble set-up which is further explained in Section 4.1, we have a one-year gap between the network training set and our test set. The companies that defaulted in 2013 are not added to the network, since they are used in the ensemble model’s training set. If a bank decides to predict bankruptcy for 2015, it can/should update the network to include the bankrupt firms of 2013. We try to predict default one year ahead. However, as Figure 2 shows, the influence of a defaulted company on its linked companies can be delayed. The prediction scores of the relational learners can be interpreted as warning signs as well, i.e. companies with a high score are linked to many or only bankrupt firms and should be closely monitored. As the first histogram in Figure 3 illustrates, most firms in the data set are not linked to a bankrupt firm. For the entities that have a link with a bankrupt firm, it is often only one board member/manager that is responsible for this link.
4 Methodology and results

4.1 Methodology

The financial data is used to build a base model. As input variables, we chose a selection of financial ratios that have been shown to be predictive of bankruptcy. Due to the delay on the publication of the financial statements, we are obliged to consult the financial statement of a year prior to the observation date. This means that if we want to predict if the companies active on January 1, 2014 will go bankrupt within the next year, we will have to use the financial ratios of 2012.

Some firms have missing values for all financial ratios. There are two major reasons for these missing values: (i) the firm did not publish a financial statement and (ii) the firm was founded in 2012. It can be expected that missing values due to a missing financial statement are a predictive factor for bankruptcy. To distinguish between these firms and newly founded firms, we add a dummy variable that has value 1 if the firm was founded in the respective year and 0 otherwise. All missing values are replaced by the average value of the training set and accompanied by a ‘missing values’-dummy. To control for age- and industry-specific effects, we included the normalised number of years since the foundation of the company and the 21 dummy-encoded NACEBEL sections (A-U). We train an SVM with a linear kernel, a technique that combines the ability to detect complex patterns of non-linear, black box models such as neural networks with the comprehensibility of traditional, statistical models, thus rendering it an appropriate choice for the modelling problem at hand. We tuned the cost parameter on an in-time, out-of-sample random validation set.

For the relational data, we need to use tailored learners. The relationships can be represented in a bipartite graph, with the directors/managers as top nodes and the companies as bottom nodes. To this bipartite graph, we applied the three-step framework as proposed by Stankova et al. [38]. Most of the relational learners are defined for the more general case of graphs with only one type of nodes and we want to make use of them. Hence, we need to first transform the bipartite graph to a weighted unigraph projection, where companies are linked if they share at least one member of the board of directors or managing board. Next, we apply a relational learner for unigraphs to create the network scores. In accordance with the empirical results, we calculate

Figure 3: Relational data of the training set. The number of bankrupt firms the company is linked to, the number of board members in the firm and the number of board members with a link to a bankrupt company.
the edge weight $w_{ij}$ in the projection using the hyperbolic tangent function for the top nodes $k$ with degree $d_k$ and sum of shared nodes as an aggregation function (see Equation 1). The hyperbolic tangents downweights managers that are associated with a large amount of firms, based on the assumption that they will be less discriminative.

$$w_{ij} = \sum_{k \in N(i) \cap N(j)} tanh\left( \frac{1}{d_k} \right)$$ (1)

As a relational learner, we apply the weighted-vote Relational Neighbor (wvRN) classifier [22]. It is a simple, yet powerful classifier that uses the network structure to calculate a bankruptcy probability score $P(l_i = c|N(i))$ for a company as a weighted average of its $j$ neighbours’ probability scores (see Equation 2). The classifier is based on the property of assortativity (also known as homophily in social networks theory [24]), as it makes the assumption that the connected companies are similar and therefore more likely to belong to the same class. This is aligned with our premise that the companies related through the same managers/directors are likely to exhibit similar bankruptcy behavior due to the incompetence or fraudulent intentions of the managerial team.

$$P(l_i = c|N(i)) = \frac{1}{Z} \sum_{j \in N(i)} w_{ij} P(l_j = c|N(j))$$

where the normalization factor $Z$ is equal to

$$Z = \sum_{j \in N(i)} w_{ij}$$ (2)

To build the network, we use the companies active at the beginning of 2012 as training set. Each company is assigned a label 0 if it remained active in 2012 or 1 if it went bankrupt in the course of 2012. To give a complete view of the network, we add to the training set the linked companies that went bankrupt before 2012. This network is used to calculate the network score for the companies in the test set, i.e. the companies observed at the beginning of 2014. Figure 4 gives an example of an actual test node and its links to the companies in the training set. The test node is grey, the companies that defaulted before 2013 are black and the companies that were active in 2012 are white. Companies that were active in 2012 and 2014 are present in both the network training and test set. For these observations, we apply the logic behind ‘leave-one-out cross-validation’, i.e. we build a network on the entire 2012 training set excluding the values of this company in 2012 and use the values of the company in 2014 as test instance to estimate the network score.

Financial data and relational data are heterogeneous types of data that have different modelling requirements. Since it is not possible to use both kinds of data in one model, we combine both models in an ensemble model. The network scores for the training and test set are
Figure 5: Train set: we use the labels in 2013 (bankrupt +1 and active 0), the ratios of 2011 and all the managers that are/have been part of the companies that are still active on the prediction date (01/2013).

Figure 6: Test set: we want to predict the labels of 2014 (bankrupt +1 and active 0) using the ratios of 2012 and all the managers that are/have been part of the companies that are still active on the prediction date (01/2014). Companies that went bankrupt in 2013 are not part of the test set and are not added to the network either.

added as extra variable to the base model. To define the added value of using relational learners, we compare the ensemble model to a ‘base plus dummy’ model, i.e. a model that adds a dummy variable as extra variable to the base model with value 1 if the company has at least one link with a bankrupt firm. As regards the modelling technique, we chose a linear SVM to keep the comprehensibility that is required in credit risk predictions, while preserving predictive performance.

Figures 5 and 6 facilitate the understanding of our out-of-time ensemble set-up. In the training set, we use the labels for all companies that were active on the 1st of January 2013. These labels received the value +1 if the company went bankrupt in the course of 2013 and 0 if the company was still active at the end of 2013. Concerning the inputs to our ensemble model, the network scores of the companies are calculated using all managers that were part of the company up to January 2013 and the financial ratios are calculated using the financial statement of 2011.

Figure 6 illustrates the set-up of our test set. To predict bankruptcy one year ahead for all firms active on 1 January 2014, we use the financial statement of 2012 and the network scores calculated using all managers up to 1 January 2014. A ‘leave-one-out’ procedure is applied here as well, and is further explained in Figure 7. The unbalanced distribution of the classes in the data set, necessitates an undersampling of the negative class (active firms) in the training set for both the base model and the ensemble model. We reduced the non-event rate to 50:50 in the training set. The relational learners are a pow-

As mentioned earlier, due to the delay on publication, we cannot use the statement of 2012.

4 to decrease computational time, instead of excluding one company at a time, we exclude companies in chunks of 1000.
Figure 7: The modeling procedure for the ensemble model when double observations occur. We want to predict whether Company 1 will go bankrupt in the course of 2014. First, we build the network using the ‘leave-one-out’ procedure, i.e. we build a network using the data of 2012, excluding the information on Company 1. This procedure is used for all double occurrences, leading to multiple networks. Next, we train our ensemble model on the 2013 data set. As input features we use the financial ratios and the network scores for all companies except Company 1. The network scores are estimated using the 2012 networks and the updated list of managers in 2013. We finally predict the probability of failure for Company 1 using the ensemble model, the company’s financial ratios and network score (estimated using the 2012 network that excludes Company 1 and the updated list of managers for Company 1 in 2014).

4.2 Results

We compare the results of the network, base, base plus dummy and ensemble model using the Area under the ROC-curve characteristic \[13\] and the lift \[8\]. The results in Figure 8 show that the relational data on its own is insufficient, however with an AUC of \%57.74 it still has reasonable predictive power. Adding the network scores to the base model, slightly increases the AUC from 82.45\% to 83.06\%. A larger increase can be seen at the beginning of the lift curve in Figure 9. The ensemble model has a 15.07 times higher bankruptcy detection rate than the average bankruptcy rate for the 0.1\% highest scores, i.e. the top 400 companies. In this segment, the ensemble model has a 22.66\% higher lift than the base model. The ensemble model’s lift is comparable with the base model’s at percentiles higher than 3\%. This result confirms that the highest ranked companies in the ensemble model, those connected to many (or only) bankrupt firms, have indeed a higher probability of going bankrupt. However, it also shows that one should still consider their financial situation. When replacing the network score with a dummy variable, the performance lowers to 82.54\% and the lift decreases to the base model’s level of 12.28. The real added value of the network scores lies in its forward-looking nature. Figure 10 shows the lift curve for all four models when predicting two-years ahead, i.e. the companies most likely to default in the next two years. For the 0.1\% highest scores, the ensemble model
Table 2: Ranking of input features

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Base model Coefficient</th>
<th>Ensemble model Coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Positive</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing ROE</td>
<td>0.8553</td>
<td>Network scores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing Equity Ratio</td>
<td>0.3210</td>
<td>0.9084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water supply/sewerage (sector E)</td>
<td>0.1943</td>
<td>Missing Equity ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction (sector F)</td>
<td>0.1583</td>
<td>Missing ROA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing ROA</td>
<td>0.1209</td>
<td>Water supply and sewerage (sector E)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Negative</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company age</td>
<td>-1.2039</td>
<td>Company age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newly founded</td>
<td>-1.0446</td>
<td>Newly founded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human health/social work (sector Q)</td>
<td>-0.6036</td>
<td>Human health and social work (sector Q)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equity ratio</td>
<td>-0.5963</td>
<td>Equity ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real estate activities (sector L)</td>
<td>-0.4444</td>
<td>Real estate activities (sector L)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The base and ensemble model’s coefficients differ slightly in magnitude. This could indicate an interaction between the influence of a company’s network and its financial situation. There are, however, no coefficients that change sign when the network score is added. For the ensemble model, the most predictive variable for bankruptcy is the network score. With a co-
The application of relational data in a corporate setting is not restricted to bankruptcy prediction only. Similar data can be used for the more refined prediction of loan default, which is defined as a 90 days delay on loan repayments and is therefore not necessarily followed by bankruptcy. Another promising research topic is fraud prediction using relational data. Figure 11 shows an existing bipartite graph where the middle round node is a business manager and the surrounded nodes are the firms this manager is or was involved in. Note the large amount of grey and black nodes, indicating firms that went bankrupt. The black nodes are bankruptcies that were closed without discharge, which usually means that there are suspicions of fraud. In a fraud prediction setting similar

efficient of 0.9084, the size of the network score is almost linearly transferred to the prediction score.

Figure 10: Lift curve of the base model, relational model (wvrm), the base plus dummy model and the ensemble model for defaults in 2014 and 2015 (a two-year horizon).

Figure 11: Example of a bipartite graph. The middle round node is the manager. Surrounding rectangular nodes are companies the manager is involved in. Grey nodes depict companies in an ongoing bankruptcy case, white nodes depict companies that are still active at the moment of observation (June 2015) and black nodes depict bankruptcies that were closed without discharge. The large amount of non-excusable bankruptcies indicates that this network is likely fraudulent.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we investigated the potential of relational data for bankruptcy prediction. We showed that linking companies based on their managers/board members adds complementary predictive power to the traditional bankruptcy prediction. Combining the relational data with financial data results in a higher lift in the first 5% segment, confirming the assumption that companies linked to many (or only) bankrupt firms have a higher probability of bankruptcy.

The proposed methodology can be extended to different applications such as loan default prediction and fraud detection. Certain extensions to the methodology can still be made. The network scores are based on links with all bankrupt firms, no distinction is made between a bankruptcy in
1990 and a bankruptcy in 2011. A topic of future research is the addition of a discount factor that diminishes the influence of bankrupt firms on their linked partners over time. We have also included all board members/managers that are/have been part of the firm right up to the prediction date. A discount factor for previous managers/board members could be a fruitful addition as well. A third topic for future research is the calculation of the weights given to the top nodes. In this paper, we have applied a hyperbolic tangent function to the top nodes, following the popular assumption that top nodes with many links are less discriminative. However, when calculating the weight of a particular top node in this particular corporate bankruptcy setting, it may be important to take into account the amount of other top nodes the companies are linked to. A person that is the sole manager of 50 firms will have a larger influence on the performance of these firms than a manager that is just one of the many managers in 50 firms.
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